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“Every school of thought is like a man who has talked to himself for a hundred years and is delighted with his own mind, however stupid it may be” (J.W. Goethe, 1817, Principles of Natural Science)
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Outline



•The Classical economists •The Neoclassical school



•The Keynesian Revolution •Today’s debate
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The Classical Economists



•Adam Smith: Wealth of Nations (1776)



• David Ricardo: Principles of Political Economy (1821) •Karl Marx: Capital (1867-1894)



•Why are these guys on the same slide?
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The Classical Economists •Defining Features



First theory of growth and accumulation Value theory: labour costs Distribution: surplus theory



•Consequences:



Distribution is determined by bargaining power Prices do not equate demand and supply



•A theory of class struggle 21/09/2014
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The Neoclassical School



"In the closing quarter of the last century, great hopes were entertained by economists with regard to the capacity of economics to be made an "exact science". According to the view of the foremost theorists, the development of the doctrine of utility and value had laid the foundation of scientific economics in exact concepts, and it would soon be possible to erect upon the new foundation a firm structure of interrelated parts which, in definiteness and cogency, would be suggestive of the severe beauty of the mathematico-physical sciences...” (Henry L. Moore, Economic Cycles,1914: p.84-85)



...But this expectation has not been realized.“ 21/09/2014



(Ibidem)
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The Neoclassical School



•The “marginalist revolution”.



1871: William Stanley Jevons (English, b. 1835) Theory of Political Economy 1871: Carl Menger (Austrian, b.1840) Grundsätze der Volkwirtschatslehre (Elements for a Study of the National Economy) 1874: Léon Walras (French, b.1834) Eléments d'économie politique pure



•A theory of value based on exchange. •Two methodological pillars



Positivism (scientific method) Methodological individualism (Homo Œconomicus + Aggregation)
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The Neoclassical School



•The neoclassical theory (beware, boring!):



1. First principles: preferences, endowments and technology.



2. Homo Œconomicus → Optimization through equating at the margin costs and benefits (“marginalism”)



3. The demand curve is downward-sloping because of the principle of substitution among goods. 4. The supply curve is upward-sloping because of the principle of decreasing returns (increasing cost). 5. Representative agent → aggregation



6. The equilibrium price is determined equating aggregate demand and supply 7. The principle of scarcity: a good only has a price if it is scarce. (water/diamond paradox) 21/09/2014
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The Neoclassical School



•The Two Main Results of the Theory: Existence - General equilibrium (Walras)



- It does always exist a vector of relative prices that equates demand and supply



Fundamental Welfare Theorems (Pareto)



- A perfectly competitive equilibrium is efficient.



•Conditions for Welfare Theorems to hold: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Perfect competition Perfect (symmetric) information Complete markets (Price flexibility)



•In a sentence: without rent seeking, the market equilibrium is efficient 21/09/2014
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The Neoclassical School



•All of that is maybe (?) interesting, but certainly very abstract. Why did I inflict it upon you?



Markets are perfectly capable of determining the “best” equilibrium There is no such thing as involuntary unemployment Provided markets are flexible, the optimal equilibrium is reached through market forces Demand follows supply (Say’s Law)



•Thus, the basic message is that there is no role for policy •Corollaries



Money is used for transactions. It is just a ‘veil’, and determines absolute prices (quantity theory). Dichotomy and neutrality Interest rate equates savings and investment



21/09/2014
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The Neoclassical School



•Are we talking about something relevant for 2014? I would say we are!



(INET Mini Documentary on Financial Instability)



•Representative agent •Equilibrium



•Optimization 21/09/2014
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The Neoclassical School



•T. Kuhn’s “Structure of Scientific Revolutions” (1962): The progress of science is not linear



•A paradigm is a “Constellation of beliefs, values, techniques and group commitments shared by members of a given community, founded on particular on a set of shared axioms models and exemplars.”



• “Normal” Science progresses through puzzle-solving within the paradigm (“coherence”) •The paradigm by its own nature sooner or later hits its own boundaries, i.e. events unexplained by the normal science •The crisis of a paradigm is both theoretical and empirical 21/09/2014
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The Neoclassical School



•The neoclassical paradigm dominates until the late 1920s •The crisis of the neoclassical paradigm



Empirically, market forces fail spectacularly in assuring a fast return to the optimal equilibrium, after the Wall Street crash Theoretically, a new paradigm, that challenges the neoclassical foundations, emerges in those years
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The Keynesian Revolution
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The Keynesian Revolution



"I believe myself to be writing a book on economic theory which will largely revolutionize -- not, I suppose, at once, but in the course of the next ten years -the way the world thinks about economic problems" (John Maynard Keynes, Letter to G.B. Shaw, January 1, 1935)



"There are also, I should admit, forces which one might fairly well call automatic which operate under any normal monetary system in the direction of restoring a long-run equilibrium between saving and investment. The point which I cast into doubt - though the contrary is generally believed - is whether these `automatic' forces will... tend to bring about not only an equilibrium between saving and investment but also an optimum level of production." (John Maynard Keynes, Collected Writings, Vol. 13, 1973: p.395)
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•Keynes (1883-1946) is not only an academician:



First book on Indian currency (1913) British Treasury (1914-1918). Participates to the Versailles Treaty: The Economic Consequences of the Peace (1919) Active in the public debate throughout the 1920s and 1930s How to Pay for the War (1941) and the debate on inflation Bretton Woods and the new international order (1944)
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The Keynesian Revolution



•The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money (1936): The starting point of “Macroeconomics” During the great depression it becomes evident that full employment is not automatic Once rejected the neoclassical result that output converges towards full employment equilibrium, where does the economy go? → Keynes’ objective: develop a theory that could explain the determination of aggregate output Crucial role of aggregate demand (irrelevant in the neoclassical theory)
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The Keynesian Revolution •A Theory of Aggregate Demand



Liquidity preference: Money is not simply used for transactions, but also a (safe) store of value Radical uncertainty and expectations (the “animal spirits”) may induce people to hoard money instead than demanding goods or lending to firms Savings larger than investment, i.e. Aggregate demand lower than supply Lack of demand causes unemployment. Wage flexibility is ineffective (or even harmful) to cure unemployment
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The Keynesian Revolution



•The theoretical consequences of the Keynesian revolution



Both fiscal and monetary policy have a role in compensating the behavior of the private sector “Fine tuning” Tradeoff inflation-unemployment (Phillips curve)



•The political consequences of the Keynesian revolution



“New Deal” For three decades Keynesianism became the mainstream, and government followed its prescriptions quite successfully (“les trente glorieuses”).



•The crisis of the Keynesian paradigm New facts: Oil shock (stagflation) Bad policy application of the theory
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The Keynesian Revolution
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Rational Expectations and Lucas Critique •The oil shock fosters a theoretical critique (Kuhn again…): Agents cannot be fooled indefinitely •New Classical Macroeconomics. Back to the origins:



Agents are rational: Government moves are anticipated Discretionary policies are undone by the market. Rules are superior because predictable The Phillips curve is vertical. As a consequence, the Central Bank ought to care only about the prices Fiscal policy “crowds out” private expenditure, and hence is bad



•Conclusion: No government is good (Reagan-Thatcher years) 21/09/2014
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Today’s Consensus



•Today’s textbook Macroeconomics Short Run: Keynesian Long run: Classical



•Monetary policy important in the short run to deal with fluctuations



•But in the long run it only affects prices (neutrality again) •Taylor rule; target output gap and inflation



•Discretionary fiscal policy is ineffective. Rules are more efficient (automatic stabilizers) •Until the crisis of 2008 struck… 21/09/2014
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How Serious was the Crisis?



Eichengreen, B. and K.H. O’Rourke. 2010. “A Tale of Two Depressions.” In progress (VoxEu.org), March 2012 •Figure 1. World industrial production, now vs then
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How Serious was the Crisis?



•Figure 2. Volume of world trade now vs then
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How Serious was the Crisis?



•Figure 3. Volume equity markets now vs then
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How Serious is the Crisis?



•Industrial Production (last update February 2010)
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How Serious is the Crisis?



•Industrial Production (last update February 2010)
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